PLANS

OVERVIEW OF EXISTING HOSPITAL & NEW HOSPITAL LOCATIONS FOR INTERNAL TYPICAL SIGNS
LEVEL LG – DETAIL

Lift connects B & LG floors

EXISTING MULTIBLOCK

Ambulatory Care Drop Off/Pick Up

Main Reception Sign from main entry & carpark locations

Secondary Reception Destinations signed from main reception points

Sub Reception Destinations signed from secondary reception points

Waiting

Refreshments/ Retail

Vehicular Circulation

Pedestrian Circulation

Deliveries Circulation

Directional

Entry ID

Directories

Perpendicular Identification

KEY

- Vertical Transport
- Public
- Staff
- Main Reception Sign
- Secondary Reception Destinations
- Sub Reception Destinations
- Waiting
- Refreshments/ Retail
- Vehicular Circulation
- Pedestrian Circulation
- Deliveries Circulation
- Directional
- Entry ID
- Directories
- Perpendicular Identification
LEVEL G
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LEVEL G

Single level of public circulation from Main Entry to Campus South

KEY
- Vertical Transport
- Public
- Staff
- Main Reception Sign from main entry & carpark locations
- Secondary Reception Destinations signed from main reception points
- Sub Reception Destinations signed from secondary reception points
- Waiting
- Refreshments/ Retail
- Vehicular Circulation
- Pedestrian Circulation
- Deliveries Circulation
- Directional
- Entry ID
- Directories
- Perpendicular Identification
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KEY
- Vertical Transport
- Public
- Staff
- Main Reception Sign from main entry & carpark locations
- Secondary Reception Destinations signed from main reception points
- Sub Reception Destinations signed from secondary reception points
- Waiting
- Refreshments/ Retail
- Vehicular Circulation
- Pedestrian Circulation
- Deliveries Circulation
- Directional
- Entry ID
- Directories
- Perpendicular Identification

LEVEL 5